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1. Abstract

A professional Digital Audio Mastering System using the U-type

VTR with 3/4" tape has been developed. 1)2) The system is based

on a PCM signal processor, an electronic editor and a preview

unit. The electronic editor and concerned techniques are des-

cribed in this paper.

Electronic editing techniques must be applied to the cartrige

tapes because splicing them is not practical.

The editor we have developed makes possible high-accuracy (180

_sec.) editing without risking the original tape which can not

be attained with analog editing by splicing. Other facilities

of this Editor are cross-fading which can eliminate noise due

to abnormal level changes at the editing point and level control
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of the signal being recorded.

Since the signal data representing editing point are stored

in the memory together with vicinity information, the editing

point can be searched with the same feeling as in analog

editing and rehearsals ca_ be performed by recalling data

from the memory device without running the tape.

These functions have been made possible with digital filtering

and data reduction techniques.

2. Introduction

Complete editing capabilities are required to the professional

PCM recording systems for the music recordings.

Generally, PCM recording systems have some %echnical problems

in editing SUmCh as tape splicing and low-speed playback

monitoring as in analog systems. This Editor has accurate and

flexible editing capabilities better than conventional analog

editing.

The following targets were set for the design of this editor.

1) Editing point search should be as easy as in analog

editing,

2) Editing should have as high accuracy as possible,

3) There should be no discontinuity of signal waveforms at

the editing point,

4) Rehearsal should be easy,

5) Signal level control should be possible.
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3. Editing Method and System Configuration

Basic principle of the electronic editing is dubbing of the

digital data. In most of the music recordings, music phrases

are recorded partially and same portions are often recorded

repeatedly as shown in Fig.1. In digital editing, desired

portions are dubbed digitally from the original tape sequentially

to make up tape with continuous music. This tape is called

"master tape" and is used for the disc cutting.

Fig.2 is a block diagram illustrating the digital editing

principle. The system consists of two VTRs, a PCM record /

playback processor (BP-90) and an Editor (AE-90). One of the

VTRs is for playback of the original tape and the other is

for recording the master tape.

Digital Data are transmitted between the PCM processor and

the Editor. All necessary signal processings and the control

of VTRs are performed by the Editor.

4. Editing Point Search and Signal Processin_

The search for editing points is one of the most important

steps in editing. As already mentioned, searching at any

desired speed is difficult in the PCM editing. In this system,

6 seconds cf data including the editing point are stored in

the memory; the data can then be played back at the desired

speed to search out the precise editing point. Two memory
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units are provided to store the data representing the editing

points and their vicinity. This also enables the rehearsal o£

edits by data from the memory as well as repeated searches

for the editing point.

4-1 Search Mode

Two methods are available to search out the editing points.

One is by controlling the playback speed which corresponds to

the dial position. Because of the constant speed reproduction

a precise editing point can be determined by the rhythm.

Any desired playback speed can be obtained between pause and

normal speed continuously.

The other way is to monitor at a playback speed proportional

to the dial rotation; this is the method as same as in the

analog recorders and makes it possible to accurately locate

the attack point. Playback speeds can be varied between

pause and twice of the normal speed. The unit timelength for

this editing is 180 _sec., that is 8 words, making high-

precision editing possible.

4-2 Signal Processin_ in Searching

Data reduction technique is effective to save the memory size

storing signal data of the editing point with the vicinity

information. However, the signal quality should be kept high

enogh to enable searching out the editing point as well as

for rehearsal. In this Editor, about 6 seconds of music signal
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data is stored in 1-Mbit memory applying the following three

techniques.

(1) By mixing down L & R signals to monaural.

(2) By limiting the frequency range to a half decimating the

data.

(3) By reducing bits of the data from 16 to 8 by using both

D-PCM (Differential PCM) and non-linear quantization.

Totally the data are reduced to 1/8 of their original.

a) Data Storing into the Memory

Fig.3 shows the flow of signal processing when storing data

into the memory. The L and R channel data (16-bit) arround

the editing point are mixed, and band limited within DC-1OKHz

through the digital filter. _hrough reducing its sampling rate

to 22KHz by 1 word decimation, the signal is fed to the "D-PCM

+ compression-expansion" block (described later) where its

data size is converted to 8 bits so as to be profitably stored

into the memory.

b) Readout from the Memory

Fig.4 shows the flow of signal processing when recalling data

from the memory. Speed control signal from the search dial is

fed to the control unit. The readout speed (fx) and cuttoff

frequency (fc) of the interpolation filter are changed

corresponding to this speed control, fx and fc should satisfy
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the following condition to be free from alias noise;

fx

fc (
2

The data read out from the memory at fx is tken fed to the

"expansion + integration" block and is re-sampled by 44 kHz.

4-3 Data Compression Method

Fig.5 is a block diagram of the D-PCM and compression-

expansion signal processing.

Each signal in the diagram satisfies the following relations:

_; = _ - DC£__ (1)

_; = _ (_;) (2)

_ = __) (3)
A _ A

_ = _z+ z___ (4)
F: Compression function

IF_I = _°8,,_ ( _' I$1_ t ) (_)
G: Expansion function

{(t.p)l_l t } (6)

Equation (1) shows that 17-bit _ is obtained as the differ-

enee between input data: _ and its preceding data: _d£_I

(predicted value). _ is defined to the function of _L

according to equation (2), _£ is compressed to 8-bit and is

stored in the memory.

Signal _Z which is read out from the memory is expanded to
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16-bit according to equation (3), _g is obtained . Equation (4)
^ ^

shows output signal: _ obtained by adding _-t and _t.

Fig.6 shows the normalized compression characteristics.

According to the level distribution of the music signals, _ can

be normalized by a half of the maximum value of 16-bit data (i.e.

the maximum value of 15-bit data). The overflow signals compared

with the normalized level are clipped.

An advantage of this compression-expansion is that it assures a

flat S/N characteristic over a relatively wide range of input

signal power.

Fig.7 shows the level distribution of digital signals for several

categories of musics. These data were obtained from the digitized

audio samples by setting the sampling frequency at 22 kHz.

Fig.8 shows the level distribution of data by D-PCM under the

same condition of the previous data. When comparing the both

results, it seems that 1 bit san be reduced from the PCM data

in the D-PCM. The breathing noise inherent to the compression-

expansion process is not noticeable because low-level samples

are dominant.

5. Rehearsal

A couple of several seconds of music are stored in the memory

separately as mentioned before. After the two editing points

are determined, two portions of the music signal are read out

from the memory continuously. In this mode editing efect can

be checked prior to actual editing. (See Fig.9). By employing
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memory devices for storage of data for such long period of time,

it is not only possible to rehearse without running the VTR tapes

but also, to search the more accurate editing point repeatedly.

Click noise due to large level differences at editing points

can be eliminated by cross-fading as with analog splicing.

Four modes of the cross-fading are available for different

musical effects.

6. Ed itin$ Operation

Fig.lO is a simplified diagram illustrating the flow of the

signal throghout editing. The basic editing method in this

system is the assemble editing in which those selected portions

of the original tape are dubbed digitally on the master tape.

Therefore the synchronization of the both VTRs is the key factor

to this editing. For this purpose, the playback signal from

one VTR (original tape) is fed to the memory where the timing

error with respect to the other VTR is eliminated by offsetting

the memory's readout address (RAM-A).

In order to achieve cross-fading, the data just before the

editing point on the master tape is also stored in the memory

(RAM-B). In this case, the data is that sampled at fs=44kEz

with 16-bit quantization.

A multiplier is used for cross-fading and signal level control.

It is possible to check the effect of the editing point with

the complete simulation utilizing the VTR's preview function.
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7. Editor Configuration

Fig.ll is a block diagram of the Editor described in this paper.

Basically it consists of a control block and a digital signal

processing block. These two blocks are connected by only three

signal transmission cable while the editor is under the overall

control of a microprocessor.

The blocks making up the Editor are described below.

(1) CPU

This 8_bit microprocessor controls the flow of operation and

performs the various calculation. Data are traded via the CPU

control bus so that the inpwt/output ports of the control box

and other blocks described later are connected.

(2) Control box

This is the man-machine interface which the operator controls.

Various command keys, address displays of the tape location

and editing point, a digital fader and search dial are provided.

(3) Address I/O

Address data for editing are transmitted via the PCM processor

between editor and VTRs. This block is not only the input/output

interface for address data between the PCM processor and CPU

but also a generator producing data specified by the CPU.

(4) Data processor

This block is digital signal processing unit consists of a digital
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multiplexer. The data reproduced from the PCM Processor is

subject to process such as attenuation, mixing, digital

filtering, D-PCM processing, compression-expansion. This block

is provided with necessary processing software. The processing

mode is selected by the CPU.

(5) Memories A & B

These are used for storage of data in the vicinity of the

editing points which are used to search out precise editing

points and for rehearsal. These memories are also used as

buffer& compensating for synchronization errors between both

VTRs during the editing operation.

(6) Memory counter

This counter generates the address data for memories A and B.

The operation mode of this counter is controlled by the CPU so

that the desired data can be stored for the random accessing.

8. Conclusion

This Editor has been developed as a component of JVC's

professional 2-channel PCM Mastering System to assure not only

sufficient reliability and precision but also simple operation.

By employing electronic techniques, it achieved the editing

without risking valuable original tape, and appropriate signal

level controls, etc.
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Applications of the digital signal processing techniques will

contribute to further developments of various digital audio

equipments such as a digital equalizer, a digital reverbrator

etc.
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